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Executive Summary

Effective anti—corruption communications are essential to earn and maintain popular support for government integrity reforms, bolster the legitimacy of the government or mobilize the public behind reform measures. Gaining public buy—in and trust is particularly crucial in transition or ‘window of opportunity’ contexts when a new government needs to demonstrate its commitment and effectiveness and entrenched elites from the prior regime might seek to undermine anti—corruption initiatives.

However, the role of communications campaigns in fighting corruption and building trust during complex transition periods remains relatively under—researched. The academic and practitioner community have limited information as to how messaging campaigns can be used to advance anti—corruption policy and public engagement goals. This paper provides a brief overview of relevant literature, drawn from academic research and practitioner experience, and provides a set of evidence—based lessons. While more research and experimentation is needed to identify and measure effects, these insights can be used to inform reformist campaigns and help them adapt their efforts during transition moments.

Lessons for promising campaigns:

- Target specific audiences, taking demographic and contextual information into account.
- Avoid reinforcing the perception that corruption is pervasive, opting instead for a more positive framing — reinforcing injunctive norms of how people ought to behave or highlighting success stories — to promote hope, rather than cynicism.
- Make use of data collected through audit reports and other existing accountability mechanisms.
- Focus on issues that citizens care about, such as the impact on their socioeconomic wellbeing.
- Build broad coalitions that can contribute to generating collective action against corruption by empowering individuals and groups to sanction or exclude those who break the rules.
- Highlight examples of other citizens who are already changing their behaviors.
- Mobilize grassroots activists or trusted influencers and personalities as allies in anti—corruption campaigning.
- Take into account the broader information environment, including the media context and the ways in which anti—reformist actors might use disinformation or smear campaigns to undermine the integrity movement.
- Use two—way and iterative engagements to inform policy development and build citizen trust, especially when the public can see how its input has informed and shaped the policy responses.
Introduction

The role of communications campaigns in combating corruption, particularly during moments of democratic opening (political windows of opportunity), remains under-researched. Though a trigger event (such as an anti-corruption protest or a corruption scandal) may provide the initial impetus for reform, a set of other conditions need to be met in order for reformers to be able to implement integrity measures, including political savvy and international support, as well as an understanding of the role narratives and communication plays in keeping the window open.¹

How we talk about corruption plays an important role in mobilizing and sustaining public opinion, which is crucial for anti-corruption reformers to create the conditions that make systemic change possible — and durable.

Effective communications are essential to earn and maintain popular support for government integrity reforms, while communicating progress and achievements can help bolster the legitimacy of the government, mobilize the public behind reform measures and generate support for enforcement efforts against politicians or other entrenched elites who might otherwise seek to undermine anti-corruption initiatives. During times of political change, the recognition of the importance of communications, as well as having the right expertise and tools can be a daunting task especially as competing priorities have to be addressed in a short period of time.

While public support for anti-corruption reforms and trust-building are key ingredients in political transition contexts, research into what works and what can be quickly deployed to assist reformers is lacking. Most available research into the effectiveness of communication campaigns is not tied to moments of democratic opening. It focuses on what might generate individual or collective action (initiatives that bring together individuals or groups in support of a common goal)² in response to corruption. Such studies offer important insights into what types of anti-corruption messaging might trigger different attitudes or actions from citizens (including the willingness to pay taxes, report corruption, participate in protests, hold others accountable or vote for non-corrupt candidates) but are still rather limited in scope and come with important caveats. Also relevant for

More analysis is needed on the ways that anti-corruption communication campaigns interact with the broader social, political and governance factors, common in transition contexts, such as corruption legacies, weak state capacity (resulting in poor prevention mechanisms and weak enforcement), polarization, and disinformation.

transition contexts is discerning between anti—corruption campaigns that may have specific policy goals, such as a citizen—led campaign aimed at pressuring the government to adopt a certain reform, on the one hand, and those that aim to sensitize the public and elicit certain behaviors around corruption, on the other hand. The literature considering the effectiveness of the latter is not very encouraging.

More analysis is needed on the ways that anti—corruption communication campaigns interact with the broader social, political and governance factors, common in transition contexts, such as corruption legacies, weak state capacity (resulting in poor prevention mechanisms and weak enforcement), polarization, and disinformation. This is particularly important as there is also a risk that forces opposing the democratic opening will exert enough pressure and power to derail integrity reforms and cause the window to close. Also needed is knowledge and good practices on how reformist actors might use

The Republic of Moldova is a democratic bright spot; the December 2020 election of President Maia Sandu opened a window of opportunity for the promotion of integrity reforms and the dismantling of oligarchic networks. From the onset, the transition process faced a number of challenges, however, including the Covid—19 pandemic and the aftereffects of major — as yet unsolved — corruption scandals, such as the theft of one billion US dollars from three Moldovan banks. Sandu campaigned on an ambitious integrity—focused agenda and a pledge to restore citizen trust in government.

In 2022, NDI conducted a qualitative research project centered on a series of focus groups to gauge how citizens perceived the anti—corruption reform agenda and the government’s progress in implementing it, as well as the opportunities to enhance integrity reforms through communications. What insights do citizens offer for an effective anti—corruption communication campaign?

The research identified a moderate mismatch between the public’s and the government’s understandings of anti—corruption priorities, with the former focusing more on sectors where citizens have a direct experience of corruption and the latter emphasizing the need to prioritize oligarchs and high—level corruption. Citizens also proposed solutions for how to address corruption problems, such as increasing transparency and law enforcement, simplifying bureaucracy, empowering anti—corruption agencies or electing honest people for public office and tightening integrity controls for public servants. This shows that they have a good grasp on major integrity initiatives. Importantly, participants make a clear connection between corruption and a loss of public goods and services and see fighting corruption as a way to improve their lives. Citizens also emphasized the need for increased public awareness on corruption, underscoring the importance of more visible anti—corruption campaigns.

Responses varied based on demographic characteristics such as age or gender, which also points to the importance of having a deep understanding of the specific audiences that anti—corruption communication would engage. Effective communications could help close the perception and expectations gaps and engage with citizens’ concerns to ensure further public support for the reform agenda.
communication tools to build support, public trust and manage expectations when it comes to integrity reforms, which are often complex and lengthy. Even when the opposing forces are not strong enough to jeopardize the integrity reforms, the inability to effectively address citizen concerns and expectations can raise important obstacles.

This paper provides a brief overview of relevant literature and a set of potential lessons drawn from research. The literature review encompasses a variety of sources, from academic research to studies and reports by non-governmental organizations or international bodies, policy analyses and examples of ongoing or past campaigns. While the studies address anti-corruption communications and campaigns in general, useful lessons can be derived to serve in political transition or democratic opening contexts.

The Need to Build Public Support for Anti—Corruption Efforts

Anti—corruption efforts more generally seem to be shifting from more traditional institutional and rule of law approaches to more bottom up approaches that alter incentives and behavior. This has implications for understanding who the stakeholders of anti—corruption measures are and the best strategies to engage them. For instance, according to Khan, Andreoni and Roy (2019), anti—corruption strategies based on enforcement cannot work without broad support from economic and political agents that find it in their interest to adopt a “rule—following behavior”. They suggest that such strategies need a combination of policy and institutional changes, as well as organizational mobilization to create sufficient support for the implementation of the strategy. Additionally, anti—corruption strategies benefit from providing strong development outcomes, which create a virtuous circle of gaining more support for rule enforcement, which has provided for the beneficial outcomes in the first place.³

The authors argue that feasible and high—impact anti—corruption strategies have to rely on localized support for anti—corruption policies, which realign the interests of stakeholders in the specific sector. Solutions that may work in designing effective anti—corruption strategies, depending on the context of implementation (research and case studies from Bangladesh, Tanzania and Nigeria):

- Restructuring incentives so that most organizations in one sector would no longer need to engage in corruption;
- Developing policy combinations that enable compliance and facilitate enforcement;
- Constructing effective coalitions that become more powerful than those violating the norms and that can impose costs on them.⁴

Further building on new approaches, adepts of “social norms” theories claim that to disrupt the so—called corruption equilibrium, societies need “a signal of credible commitment to the population from the government to convince the majority of corrupt agents that most other agents are willing to change. The question is what these messages of credible commitment are, which types of policies can send them, and how those policies should be implemented from a strategic point of view.”⁵ This knowledge gap regarding what constitutes credible and persuasive messaging underscores the need for more empirical testing and more experimentation in different political contexts, particularly as recent transitions from closed or kleptocratic regimes to open, democratic governance have shown various degrees of

---

⁴ Ibid.
⁵ Bo Rothstein, “Fighting Systemic Corruption: The Indirect Strategy,” *Daedalus* 147, no. 3 2018: pp. 35—49, [https://doi.org/10.1162/daed_a_00501](https://doi.org/10.1162/daed_a_00501)
Communications play an important role in transitions — particularly when the triggering events for the regime change are tied to corruption — in order to maintain momentum and citizen engagement, manage expectations and create an enabling environment for reformists. A particular challenge is deciding on, aligning and communicating priorities, as well as creating realistic expectations of how long reforms (or enforcement actions) are going to take and how much time changing the institutional structures and social norms would require. However, there is little understanding of what strategies work in such contexts.

Within the broader context of anti-corruption strategies, communication campaigns have been utilized to influence behaviors, inform the public about specific initiatives and policies, and increase buy-in (or build confidence) in government measures to foster/strengthen integrity in certain sectors. Communications campaigns can also be used to inform and evaluate policy — how do government anti-corruption initiatives impact different groups, are they making a difference? The most wide-spread tools have been anti-corruption awareness-raising or campaigns meant to dissuade corruption among the public, often focusing petty corruption, or broad and vague messaging on the negative impacts of corruption. Whatever the case, their effectiveness remains understudied and there is little evidence that such campaigns have any positive outcomes.

Overview of Anti—Corruption Messaging Research

While rigorous research on the effectiveness and impact of anti-corruption communications is limited, available studies point to three main categories of potential outcomes:

- attitudes and behaviors towards corruption,
- attitudes toward democracy, and
- voting behavior.

In general, across these themes, available research shows mixed results and even the potential for adverse effects, highlighting the need for deeper understanding of the messages, messengers and methods of anti-corruption communication campaigns.

A set of studies examine the impact of anti-corruption communication campaigns on attitudes regarding anti-corruption, including engaging in corrupt behavior (bribe paying), willingness to report corruption, or willingness to participate in anti-corruption movements or protests.

Research (mainly survey experiments) conducted in Costa Rica, Indonesia, South Africa, Papua New Guinea and Nigeria showed that exposure to anti-corruption campaigns does not generally make citizens more likely to see corruption as a solvable problem or more willing to report it. On the contrary, such campaigns can reinforce negative perceptions regarding the pervasiveness of corruption.

---


Caryn Peiffer, “Message Received? Experimental Findings on How Messages about Corruption Shape Perceptions,” British Journal of Political Science 50, no. 3 July 2018: pp. 1207—1215, [https://doi.org/10.1017/s0007123418000108](https://doi.org/10.1017/s0007123418000108).


in society, induce more apathy or resignation or even encourage people to engage in corruption. Additionally, as the above-mentioned study in Indonesia shows, even campaigns highlighting successes in the government’s efforts to combat corruption can have negative effects. Only in Papua New Guinea, did the research show no negative effect: in some cases, “local themed messages” made respondents more likely to report corruption, but more commonly the effect of the campaigns was neutral.

One important—and potentially promising—line of research regards the type of norms that could be leveraged in anti-corruption strategies and campaigns and the way in which affecting people’s perceptions of such norms could impact the outcome of anti-corruption strategies. This builds on the distinction between “injunctive norms,” which is what most people approve of and expect others to follow versus the “descriptive norms” which is what they think people actually do. In highly corrupt contexts, the descriptive norm tends to be that everyone is engaging in corruption—that is, even when people think corruption is unacceptable, they don’t necessarily think other people hold the same belief. Research done in Mexico shows that when information campaigns emphasize that the vast majority of society finds corruption to be reprehensible, the message can help citizens see others as less corrupt, while also increasing interpersonal trust and decreasing the reported willingness to pay a bribe. So rather than focusing on descriptive norms (corruption is bad), which tends to have a backfire effect, focusing on injunctive norms and changing how people perceive those can be more effective in anti-corruption campaigns. While more research and experimentation is needed, creating the perception that other citizens hold the same beliefs or are already changing their behaviors represents a promising line of effort for anti-corruption campaigns.

Other studies exploring the role of behavioral factors (such as mental models, frames or beliefs about corruption) in perpetuating corruption, particularly petty corruption, indicate that exposing or raising awareness of corruption is not an effective strategy. While the evidence base presented is limited, Claudia Baez-Camargo argues that some interventions can show promise if they have clear messages, link corruption to the quality of public services, focus on incentives and showcase positive outcomes (such as successful corruption investigations).

Researchers have also examined the interaction of messaging with individuals’ perception of norms or their own ability to act. An empirical test conducted in Nigeria showed that using a model behavior (in this case through films that portrayed people reporting corruption) and a nudge (individuals exposed to the “film treatment” received text messages with reminders that they can report corruption through text

— Ibid.
messages) increased the level of corruption reporting. However, the study could not account for any potential long—term behavioral changes or for the motivations driving individuals reporting corruption. Other researchers also considered the cost—benefit calculations that individuals may make when deciding whether to engage with anti—corruption mechanisms (such as whistleblowing or joining an anti—corruption campaign), including the fear of consequences, the expectations around how that particular mechanism might work for the individual and its responsiveness — whether using the mechanism will make a difference. These individual considerations are also mediated and shaped by contextual factors (like the general public mood about corruption) and social circles or networks to which the individuals belong.

A recent study conducted in Thailand focused on citizen action against corruption based on research into four anti—corruption personas that researchers tested through a national survey targeting six criteria: personal norms, chances of involvement in corruption, acceptance of power inequality, group adherence, avoidance of uncertainty, and masculinity. While findings were not available at the time of writing, the research points to the need for in—depth investigation of the audience before launching into any intervention. Adding the gender dimension could also open new avenues for research and new insights into creating more effective campaigns.

Ensuring that both individual characteristics and the underlying social norms or contextual factors, as well as reframing the way people think about the norms around corruption provide important clues for creating more impactful anti—corruption campaigns.

A second body of research signals the — generally negative — associations that anti—corruption messaging triggers in citizens' attitudes on democracy more broadly.

Anti—corruption messaging seems to be doing more harm than good, according to Cheeseman and Peiffer, by amplifying the sense of powerlessness. A study conducted by the two researchers in Nigeria finds that making citizens aware of the corruption in their country via anti—corruption messaging actually creates “corruption fatigue”, as people perceive the problem is too big to be solved, and leads to a loss of confidence in democracy. Such campaigns might also

Ensuring that both individual characteristics and the underlying social norms or contextual factors, as well as reframing the way people think about the norms around corruption provide important clues for creating more impactful anti—corruption campaigns.

Anti—corruption messaging actually creates “corruption fatigue”, as people perceive the problem is too big to be solved, and leads to a loss of confidence in democracy.

---

16 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
make it less likely that people would pay their taxes or vote for politicians running on an anti—corruption platform. These results are consistent across messaging that refers to the state or government, which leads the authors to conclude that the negative effects of anti—corruption messaging occur once corruption is perceived as pervasive and the state (and its political institutions) as the main culprit.\textsuperscript{20} As mentioned above, part of the explanation may be that such campaigns draw attention to the “descriptive norm” – that many citizens engage in corruption – and therefore have the perverse effect of further entrenching negative perceptions. This conclusion highlights the complexity of the challenge: in contexts where citizens associate corruption with the government itself, reformists must simultaneously support both collective action and trust in the reform process, while also building the accountability feedback loops that give citizens a stake in the anti—corruption reform process.

Building on the previous conclusions, Cheeseman and Peiffer found in more recent research that, in fact, any anti—corruption campaigning — both negative and positive messaging (focusing on government successes) — may at best have no effect at all or at worst even backfire. Their research in Nigeria confirms that anti—corruption messaging has a negative effect on the “social contract” and citizens’ compliance, particularly when it comes to paying taxes.\textsuperscript{21} The authors raise another important challenge that anti—corruption activists are facing: since highlighting the state or government as the locus of corruption tends to have a negative effect, the solution would seem to be to avoid mentioning the government in anti—corruption campaigns, which, in turn, may seem disingenuous given the general perception that government (and its institutions or agents) is responsible for and guilty of corruption. That leaves an open question regarding what type of messaging can actually be used in high corruption environments where citizens are primed to believe that corruption is pervasive and perhaps impossible to uproot. Anti—corruption activists and policy makers will be left with the task of tuning in with citizens’ pre—established beliefs and norms and experimenting with campaigns that refrain from reinforcing negative beliefs while also being based on a clear—headed assessment of the problem.

The framing of anti—corruption messaging is a crucial element in planning for more effective interventions. A recent ethnographic study conducted in the US, Brazil and North Macedonia by Topos for the Open Society Foundation provides additional insights regarding attitudes to corruption and anti—corruption, as well as implications for citizens’ sentiment about democracy more broadly.\textsuperscript{22} The conclusions of the study suggest that shifting from a focus on the harms of corruption and punitive approaches to specific and successful instruments that enhance government delivery of public goods could be successful in combating cynicism or powerlessness. Lessons learned about communication campaigns from this study include the need to center the conversation on successful solutions and focus on familiar institutions that are relatable/important for the public; emphasize solutions that prevent problems, rather than reinforcing them, and highlight benefits and focus on top—down changes, rather than everyday behaviors.


Other organizations also emphasize the role of ‘positive campaigning’ (also known as ‘gain frames’) that highlights progress and showcases integrity stories and champions in order to replace cynicism with hope. One such example is “Integrity Icons” by Global Integrity, a campaign active in eight countries which focuses on “naming and faming” honest civil servants through a broad—based nomination and selection system. As outlined by one expert, anti—corruption communication is likely to be more effective to the extent that it can “make the victim a protagonist, pit her against a compelling and well—fleshed out antagonist, avoid universalism by setting the story in a specific context to which the audience can relate, and become a mentor to your audience.” The research into the role of injunctive norms could offer additional insights when assessing the impact of the positive framing campaigns, but a lot more research is needed when it comes to the specific field of anti—corruption.

The third category of studies examining whether information about corruption in politics — and the behavior of specific candidates — influences voting behavior during electoral periods is less conclusive. Some studies prove the effectiveness of these campaigns, others show no significant difference. Ample anecdotal evidence also indicates that corrupt politicians do get elected. Trevor Incerti introduces the notion that the inconsistent results in research regarding the extent to which voters penalize corrupt politicians stem from the methodological differences (and biases) between field experiments and survey experiments. He also finds that these studies may not capture the complexity of real—world voting decisions. In a similar vein, campaigns aiming to influence vote buying have a similarly limited impact as they generally don’t decrease the incidence of vote buying during elections. Some research shows that they may influence some perceived norms of behavior in as far as they break the relationship of reciprocity — voters will accept the bribe from a candidate (or multiple candidates) but won’t necessarily give their vote to the same candidate in return.

Important insights were revealed in a study from Brazil where audit reports on municipal use of federal funding were widely publicized with the media and the public, as well as submitted to prosecutors for investigations into potential corruption offenses. The audits were conducted in randomly selected municipalities in 2013 and researchers have studied their impact on voting behavior during the municipal elections of 2014. The study revealed a 17% decrease in the likelihood of reelection for mayors in whose municipalities two or more corruption violations were reported. While the effect on incumbent
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politicians was observed only in cases with multiple (two or more) corruption violations, more studies of this type could help shed light on the role that accountability institutions and their public outreach efforts play in stimulating citizen action against corruption. In general, more research and improved methodologies are needed to understand the impact of anti—corruption communications on voting behavior and electoral preferences, as well as other accountability tools that citizens might have.

In addition to the three broad categories, evidence from other reports, campaigns and analysis point to rather different types of findings that reinforce a more positive take on the effectiveness of anti—corruption campaigns.

Targeted campaigns, grassroots—led and focusing on a single advocacy goal seem to more effectively galvanize public support and achieve the desired outcome. Two such campaigns in Italy (started in 2013) and Spain (which began in 2011) relied on a communication strategy centered on a single communication tool: an official website that became the repository of all the materials produced in the framework of the mobilization, including factual information and the different meanings of corruption in both countries. Both campaigns also used data and social media (Facebook and Twitter) and to increase transparency regarding the political and economic elites. Both campaigns relied on crowdsourcing (collective action) and both achieved their intended goal.29

Consistent with academic research finding that sectoral communities or networks are able to shift the balance in favor of more integrity, some projects show that social networks or groups, those individuals who hold authority within these groups30 and the supportive structure created by connecting different “islands of integrity” which empower individuals to push back against corruption31 can also play an important (and positive) role in shaping attitudes to corruption and the desire to get involved.

Global experience indicates that integrity messages are more effective to the extent that they avoid technical or legalistic narratives and instead center on the connections between integrity and citizens’ economic and social realities.32 A study from 2013 conducted in Sweden and Moldova finds important connections between the economic conditions citizens find themselves in and their reactions to corruption, although this is context specific. In Moldova, for instance, when economic conditions are poor, incumbents are punished for corrupt behavior, though citizens tend to be more lenient (with incumbent corrupt politicians) if they get benefits in the economic sphere.33

The Missing Links

Both research and practice still encounter important knowledge gaps. One aspect that existing research does not address is the extent to which anti—corruption campaigns are influenced by the general information environment in a country: availability and quality of sources of information, media independence, patterns of media consumption, widespread disinformation etc. Media plays an important part in anti—corruption efforts by informing the public and sparking debate — and has, in fact, been

the source of revelations regarding some of the largest international corruption networks and scandals (such as the Panama Papers or Pandora Papers). Misinformation and disinformation campaigns have emerged as a particularly dangerous threat to democracy writ large and to anti—corruption efforts more specifically. Anti—corruption messaging is sometimes instrumentalized or manipulated by anti—democratic or populist forces during electoral campaigns. Disinformation can also further entrench the priming effect of deeply held beliefs that corruption is widespread and everyone engages in it, thus undermining trust in reform efforts and anti—corruption actors.

Anti—corruption policies, particularly those setting up special integrity commissions or specialized prosecutorial bodies and courts are also part of the information and communications environment. Anti—corruption agencies influence the information environment through deliberate formal and informal communications campaigns and strategies but also through the way in which they implement their mandate and the actual outcomes of the investigations (such as whether high—level investigations are being pursued and successfully completed and whether their work is presented and perceived as being independent and fair). Weak and inadequate communications by anti—corruption agencies can undermine their credibility and is seen by some researchers as part of the reason why efforts to combat corruption fail.

Researchers split on whether anti—corruption agencies work on delivering results and, as noted above, there is a tendency to move away from approaches based on institutions and enforcement. Similarly, debate is ongoing in terms of the appropriate level and type of information that should be shared with the public regarding ongoing corruption investigations, though the need for an overall anti—corruption communications strategy is clear. Investigations and reforms are connected in the public mind; setbacks in one arena jeopardize progress in another. Without a certain level of clarity and transparency — including on the investigation front — citizens’ confidence in the government’s resolve may diminish. These agencies are also part of the context that needs to be taken into account when designing and implementing anti—corruption strategies and campaigns.

Understanding the role of gender norms and the role they play not only in corruption and anti—corruption norms, but also in designing strategies and awareness campaigns remains an important gap. Research regarding the role that women might play in reducing corruption is quite significant. Some literature indicates that societies with higher proportions of women in office could be less corrupt, but this relationship may be explained by socialization and women’s more limited access to corruption

opportunities.4041 The literature on the different ways in which women experience corruption, the additional risks they are subjected to and the compounding effects of gender inequality and corruption is also growing.42 However, very little is known on whether anti—corruption messaging reaches men and women differently and whether it is likely to have a different impact on their behavior, such as whistleblowing or reporting if they are more likely to face corruption, its consequences or structures in which men hold the power of enforcement. More research in this regard would be welcome.

Conclusions and Lessons for Anti—Corruption Campaigns

Rigorous research on public communications in support of anti—corruption reforms is limited and the evidence is not conclusive. This is even more starkly the case when it comes to anti—corruption windows of opportunity but such knowledge is crucial in order to ensure the effectiveness of integrity reforms, public support and trust and durable anti—corruption outcomes. In particular, understanding whether transitions come with shifts in social norms that might impact the way in which we need to talk about corruption and how citizens’ expectations or willingness to support or engage in integrity reforms might evolve as reformers define and start implementing their agenda would bring important insights for better anti—corruption messaging. In addition, as transitions require swift action, experimenting with communication campaigns with different specific goals — whether to ensure buy—in or bridge public perception gaps or to trigger a specific action (like reporting corruption or refraining from paying a bribe) — would add valuable knowledge about what tools reformists need and how they can be deployed more effectively.

Despite the limited evidence, as reviewed in this paper, studies on anti—corruption communication strategies more generally point to some potential lessons and avenues for future research and experimentation. These lessons can help guide reformers during transition moments in constructing and tailoring their messaging or, at a minimum, in avoiding the pitfalls of anti—corruption campaigns.

- To be effective, communication campaigns should be targeted to specific audiences, taking demographic and contextual information into account. They should also take into account potential individual cost—benefit calculations and what factors might incentivize citizens to take action against corruption.
- In order to craft policies and messages that respond to citizen demands, communications strategies should be grounded in data collected through public opinion research, focus groups, town halls and other forms of engagement.
- Campaigns should be crafted to avoid reinforcing the perception that corruption is pervasive and intractable. While the evidence is inconclusive, a promising area for further testing is whether

Understanding the role of gender norms and the role they play not only in corruption and anti—corruption norms, but also in designing strategies and awareness campaigns remains an important gap.

---

campaigns that emphasize a positive framing — highlighting success or existing achievements — work better to promote hope, rather than cynicism. Anti—corruption campaigns should make use of existing oversight mechanisms and public audit reports and data to enhance awareness and reflect the instances where anti—corruption strategies, actions or institutions have been effective (such as in the case of Brazil’s audit reports). Showcasing top—down enforcement or changes can also render positive results.

- Anti—corruption messaging is more likely to trigger collective action if it focuses on issues that citizens care about and are linked to local issues (such as by pointing out how local taxes are misused or how their wellbeing is affected).

- Building broad coalitions and focusing on aligning the incentives of actors who can act against corruption can contribute to more effective campaigns that empower individuals and groups to take action against corruption and sanction or exclude those who break the rules.

- Campaigns that focus on behavioral change approaches are more likely to create positive shifts if they create the perception that other citizens are already changing their behaviors (such as Agerberg’s research in Mexico seems to suggest).

- Anti—corruption messaging driven by grassroots activists or those that involve trusted influencers and personalities can be successful, especially if they are focused and targeted. The credibility of messengers plays an important role in the type of impact messages will have.

- Anti—corruption messaging needs to take into account the broader information environment, including the media context and the ways in which anti—reformist actors might use disinformation or smear campaigns. When anti—corruption institutions are engaging in public communications they should cooperate with the media (rather than reacting defensively) and engage with citizens through education campaigns.

- The use of communications strategies that are two—way and iterative can be used to inform policy development and build citizen trust. Given that perceptions are dynamic over time, these communications channels must be ongoing, to enable messaging that is iterative and adaptive to shifting contexts and opinions. Additionally, officials should showcase the ways in which public input has informed and shaped the policy responses.